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SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
LCA Patient Clinical Phenotype
The patient was diagnosed with LCA one year after birth based on clinical evaluation due to congenital rotary nystagmus, reduced vision, and strabismus since birth. The patient was the first child of an endogamic couple from the northwest of Spain. The patient also then presented bilateral keratoconus at 12 years of age. In the setting of the corneal ectasia, the patient suffered three episodes of acute corneal hydrops due to disruption of Descemet's membrane. The ophthalmic data were obtained at 27 years old. Visual acuity was reduced to light perception.
The central cornea at both eyes has a pronounced cone shape, hydrops, and small leucomas.
Keratoconus-associated Munson's sign was also detected on the lower eyelid. Fundus showed vascular attenuation, bone-spicule pigmentation in the mid-periphery and papillar gliosis. The Asper LCA microarray chip identified a previously known homozygous variant NM_014336.4:c.265T>C; p.(Cys89Arg) in AIPL1 1 . Further Sanger sequencing showed correct segregation in both parents. 
RNA extraction and Taqman Assay
Strand-specific RNA-seq and data analysis
Retinal organoids (15-20) from Control 1, Control 2 and AIPL1-LCA from 3-5 independent differentiation experiments were collected at indicated time points during the differentiation.
Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), and treated with DNase I to remove any genomic DNA contamination.
Directional RNA-seq and primary data analysis were performed as previously shows time as the primary source of variation same would be the true for the gene projections however the number of the genes is incomparably higher than the sample number, one axis would not be enough to explain the time. Therefore, the angles between x-axis and the imaginary vector from origin to each gene projected coordinate were sorted after converting them to radians. Sorted angle transformations then divided to four groups (one per quadrant).
Then resulting 4 heatmaps were integrated via eyeballing, and the optimal number of clusters became visible. GO enrichment analysis was performed using clusterProfiler v3.2.14 6 . To reduce redundancy associated with GO analysis, we performed semantic similarity comparisons of the enriched GO terms using GOSemSim v2.0.4 7 and semantic similarities clustered with AP. The term with the highest level in each cluster is taken as the enriched GO term. Heatmaps Figure S1 . Differentiation of control hiPSC lines toward ROs. A. Phase contrast micrographs of the differentiation stages of Control 1 ROs: hiPSCs, the floating aggregates after treating the hiPSCs with dispase (W2), aggregates plated on Matrigel GFR-coated plates reach a typical morphology by week 4 (W4), are dissected manually and are grown in suspension thereafter. The typical transparent NR domain (*) is formed by W12. At W20 the projections (arrowhead) begin to emerge at the apical edge of organoids. The projections are more abundant at W23. At W26 the organoids have reached 1-1,5 mm in diameter and show dense translucent projections at the apical edge. Inset shows higher magnification of the apical edge with protrusions. B. Efficiency of neuroepithelium formation in ROs. Data were analyzed by One way ANOVA test. The differences between groups were non-significant (n.s.); data are mean  s.e.m¸ N=3 independent experiments with >288 ROs each.
SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES
Abbreviations: RO, retinal organoids; NR, neural retina; W, week; GFR, growth factor reduced. Figure S2 . Projection of the raw data into two dimensions: A-) PCA and B-) Time match with CIA analysis. RV coefficient is a measure of time match between two datasets in a range between 0 to 1 where 0 means no relationship and 1 perfect match. In PCA analysis all the samples were used (small circle and diamonds). For CIA mean expression of each gene within samples belonging to same time point were taken in order to simplify the comparison. The labels were written to the mean of coordinates of sample groups in both. 
